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Dated-10.01.2017

To
The PGM (BW),
BSNL Corporate Office,
Kashmere Gate, New Delhi.
Subject

: Cancellation/ retention in the Cadre of SDE(C). Case of Sri S. K. Jena, SDE©, HRMS
NO. 199306631.

Ref.

: i) Your office Letter No. 1-26/2002-CSE Dtd 29/111/2002.
ii) CE©, Odisha Civil Zone, Bhubaneswar letter no. 21-05/CE©-BN/1030 dtd 20/12/2016.

Respected Sir,
Kindly refer the above stated letters on the captioned subject. As per the guidelines regarding
transfer of SDE(C)s to tenure circles vide the letter under reference-1 stipulates that only one SDE© is to be
posted in NE/Assam/J&K circle from Odisha Circle. Whereas three SDE©s have been posted at present
from Odisha circle to NE-1 & NE-2. The current transfer order has again transferred Sri S K Jena from
Odisha Circle to NE-2 vice Sri KK Behera thereby keeping 3 SDE©s from Odisha in NE. This is against
BSNL policy. The brief fact of the matter is that there are 5 vacancies in the grade of SDE© in Odisha Circle
since long and in other hand the magnitude of the work is getting increased day by day. There are about 350
CMTS towers, 400KM OFC cable laying and all internal maintenance works apart from huge external
projects of Odisha Forest department & OFDC to the tune of 20 crores at present.
It is remarkable to note that Sri S K Jena, SDE© is well conversant with the external works and his
contribution towards external work is immense and his service is required in the interest of Odisha Circle as
is recommended by the CE©, Bhubaneswar. The CE© has also stated that with the present manpower it is
not possible to complete the works on time and BSNL may lose the additional revenue to be earned from the
external works in case Sri Jena or any SDE© gets transferred out from Odisha Circle. Furthermore, Sri S K
Jena is the advisor to the CHQ and his stay at Bhubaneswar is required.
In the light of above facts , it is requested to consider the case sympathetically and cancel the current
transfer order in respect of Sri S K Jena, SDE© in the interest of BSNL.
Thanking You Sir.
Encl: - As above
Yours sincerely
-sd(Prahlad Rai)
General Secretary
Copy to:
The GM(Pers), Corporate Office New Delhi for kind information & necessary action:

